
 
 

RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle 7.5 

Patch 08 Release Notes 
Fixed Issues 

Access Requests 

Issue Description 

SF-02318451 

ACM-113725 

When users have the access to same Technical Role/Global Role from multiple 

Business Roles, removing the TR/GR from one of the BR results in removing 

the TR/GR from the users though the users still have the TR/GR access from 

the other BR's. 

Account Management 

Issue Description 

SF-02320419 

ACM-113583 

Technical/Business Owner of an application Couldn't edit Groups, but he is 
able to edit App Roles & Entitlements. 

ACM Security 

Issue Description 

SF-01820065 

ACM-111857 

Default files for Apache Tomcat, an embedded component of AFX, show up in 

a vulnerability report. 

Attribute Sync 

Issue Description 

SF-02346145 

  ACM-114255 
The customer has 2 attribute sync requests, "request# 1" and "request# 2". 

When the 2nd request is triggered "Attribute sync request for changing 

account's email". 

The affected user is not tagged in the CR, and the request is stuck in the pending 

action state. 

Authentication 

Issue Description 

SF-02313277 

ACM-113467 

Authentications sources not in ordered on the login page. 

 
 

Change Request and Workflow 

Issue Description 

SF-01806957, 

01819390, 

02271413 

Change requests getting stuck when removing user from nested group. 

https://bedfordjira.na.rsa.net/browse/ACM-114255


ACM-111658 

SF-02327535 

ACM-113728 

The 7.5.0 P05 upgrade issue. When multiple requests exited the approval 

stage and reached their fulfillment phase, the "Invalid Empty List of Change 

Items Returned" error appeared.  

SF-02261111 

ACM-112569 

Filtering indirect change items if 'Include Indirect Entitlements' in Approval 

Workflow is 'false' when grouping on category, while calculating the number 

of categories to handle and sets runtime data about the categories to be used 

in the split instances. 

SF-02326043 

ACM-113722 

When Multiple users are configured under Resources section in approval WF, 

we iterate through all the configured users (Work items) and print the 

Approver details who Rejected the CR in each iteration. Fix has been made to 

print the Approver details without duplicating irrespective of the number of 

users (Work items) configured. 

SF-02320562 

ACM-113586 

 
SF-02334059 

ACM-113958 

 

This is a high-impact issue affecting approvals and activities in the change 

requests. For details, refer to the advisory at 

https://community.securid.com/t5/securid-governance-lifecycle/urgent-

securid-governance-and-lifecycle-product-advisory-request/ta-p/676850 

SF-02319529 

ACM-113547 

Tabbed style UI was introduced in V7.5.0 for change request detail page 

introduced approvals and activities tab but permission for this page 

restricted to Edit permission. 

SF-02316902 

ACM-113515 

 
SF-02316902 

ACM-113514 

Users who are Approvers (Supervisor, Supervisor-Delegate, Application 

Owner) encounter an error when they click on the hyperlink in the Change 

Request column of Approvals which are assigned to them. After they see the 

insufficient privilege and click back option and go back to the main page the 

perform button gets disabled and when we refresh the page, the perform 

button gets enabled. 

SF-02295433 

ACM-113129 

Approvals display workflow data after data purging. 

SF-02294084 

ACM-113115 

Once we create a workflow and rename the Fulfillment node, the fulfillment 

sub processes of the particular change request is reflected under the 

Approval Section and there is no fulfillment section present for that change 

request. 

SF-02284071 

ACM-112945 

The 'show job level variable' check's works fine for the current wf variable 

but when the wf node tries to get the job variable for parent workflow that 

returns the variable even after show job level variable is unchecked.  

Added the block of code to verify the 'show job level variable' checked or 

unchecked for parent wf & based on that it will return the job variable. 

SF-02270904 

ACM-112870 

The fulfilment Phase is calling out of path fulfilment phase workflow. 

SF-02273046 

ACM-112636 

When users have the access to same Technical Role/Global Role from 

multiple Business Roles, removing the TR/GR from one of the BR results in 

removing the TR/GR from the users though the users still have the TR/GR 

access from the other BR's. 

SF-02261111 

ACM-112596 

Filtering indirect change items if 'Include Indirect Entitlements' in Approval 

Workflow is 'false' when grouping on category, while calculating the number 

of categories to handle and sets runtime data about the categories to be used 

in the split instances. 

https://community.securid.com/t5/securid-governance-lifecycle/urgent-securid-governance-and-lifecycle-product-advisory-request/ta-p/676850
https://community.securid.com/t5/securid-governance-lifecycle/urgent-securid-governance-and-lifecycle-product-advisory-request/ta-p/676850


SF-02270419 

ACM-112562 

Customer receives an error when creating a change request to terminate the 

user using webservice. 

SF-02266598 

ACM-112514 

The requests pending Technical Approval was showing WF stall error when 

the stall detection Job runs. excluded 'Technical Approval' like 'Supervisor 

approval' with this change. Now the WF stall error will not pick requests 

waiting for Technical Approvals 

SF-02266581 

ACM-112513 

ChangeRequestId is no longer part of ChangeRequest's 'Name' field generated 

after rules processing. 

SF-02251569 

ACM-112340 

When a user is added to a role shared accounts gets added to the group as 

well. 

SF-02250049 

ACM-112304 

The customer is having some users get confused with the generated response 

email generated from the link for both Approve and Reject. There is a typo 

with no space at the end of the sentence, see "line.Add" in image below. They 

would like this email to be customizable but from what I see this is not in 

customer strings or elsewhere. Based on what I'm seeing most of what they 

want cannot be accommodated since this is just a simple text-based email 

generated from an action link. 

SF-01828538 

ACM-112018 

Attaching files to a request can cause SQL nodes in workflows to not do their 

jobs and does not reflect the right CR state. 

Data Collection Processing and Management 

Issue Description 

SF-02348574 

  ACM-114217 

The customer receives an error when trying to get accounts data. 

 
In a Non-Prod environment, collectors (Data Source Type: Database) getting 

failed due to “Could not get accounts data: Caused by 

com.aveksa.common.DataReadException: Could not read data from the 

resultset. Caused by java.sql.SQLException: Non-supported character set 

(add orai18n.jar in your classpath): WE8ISO8859P9”. 

SF-02318131 

ACM-113519 

The issue happens when an MAEDC is configured to "REMOVE its previously 

collected entitlements if no entitlements are collected for an application" 

AND the data processing step(s) was interrupted by a Circuit Breaker AND 

some of the applications were missing in the collection run. 

 
  

https://bedfordjira.na.rsa.net/browse/ACM-114217
https://bedfordjira.na.rsa.net/browse/ACM-114217


Database Management 

Issue Description 

SF-02279074 

ACM-113303 

Database collection is failing with Class Cast Exception during data re-
encryption. It is expecting String data type for attribute ADDITIONAL_CONFIG 
but actual data type is CLOB as per definition in oracle. 

Password Management 

Issue Description 

SF-02301005 

ACM-113335 

In Password capture tool, input parameters like User,Password values with 

XML special characters for Synchronize password ChangeRequest are 

supported now. 

Reports 

Issue Description 

SF-02330097 

  ACM-114128 

 

Customer observed that report can no longer be exported in .xlsx format. Export 

works okay in other formats e.g. csv/pdf/html/xml etc. 

But when customer tries to export it in .xlsx format, it generates a 0KB report 

which fails to open in Excel. 

Reviews 
Issue Description 

SF-02300054 

ACM-113211 

Set current filter as default for all users" is not working on users having a 

filter set. 

Role Management 

Issue Description 

SF-02330968 

  ACM-113795 
There are records in t_av_role_missingents for roles that have been deleted long 

ago. Seems these should be deleted or purged at some point. Some records still 

there for well over a year. 

SF-02318447 

ACM-113537 

 
SF-01834062 

ACM-112834 

When users have the access to same Technical Role/Global Role from multiple 

Business Roles, removing the TR/GR from one of the BR results in removing the 

TR/GR from the users though the users still have the TR/GR access from the 

other BR's. 

SF-02311233 

ACM-113424 
The customer tries to copy an existing role with one member and 3 ents the 

copied role is not created with the member, and when the customer makes 

apply changes for the new role, the change request contains user changes to 

add ents to the user who is not in the role, we checked the user access and 

the ents existed as indirect but with no ents path. 

Security 

Issue Description 

SF-02306343 

ACM-113430 

AFX is using Apache Tomcat. In vulnerability report we can see the 

vulnerability with default files, but it doesn't have a CVE, Recommendation 

or Threat level. 

Removing Apache Tomcat Default Files and Directories which causing 

https://bedfordjira.na.rsa.net/browse/ACM-114128


vulnerabilities. 

SF-01820065 

ACM-111857 

In vulnerability report we can see the vulnerability with default files, but it 

doesn't have a CVE, Recommendation or Threat level. 

Server Core 

Issue Description 

SF-02314932 

ACM-113322 

Customer having large volume of data causes the purge job hung while 

deleting AFX related data. Changes made to batch delete data and also 

handled errors. 

UI 
Issue Description 

SF-02323904 

ACM-114030 

This issue occurs when left panel (Guidance panel) does not exist on the 

page. Issue exists on all browsers except IE. 

We are calculating the review item table width by subtracting the guidance 

panel width from actual window width. But when guidance panel does not 

exist on page, it still tries to fetch the width of guidance panel section and 

failing while subtracting it. 

SF-02325621 

ACM-113669 

The customer needs to give a regularly privileged user access to the Admin > 

DIagnostics "Diagnostics and System Data" and "Log Artifacts" tabs. There 

appear to be Aveksa Privileges for the General and possibly the Logs tabs 

already but nothing for providing access to the other Admin > Diagnostics 

tabs. 

SF-02194788 

ACM-112306 

Users tab is taking time to load. 

  



Platform Matrix 
The latest application server and JDK version have been certified for this release. 

 RSA Identity 
Governance and 

Lifecycle Hardware 
Appliance 

RSA Identity 
Governance and 
Lifecycle Software 

Bundle 

Software Only 
(WebLogic or 
WebSphere) 

Container 

Application Server Version 

WildFly 21.0.1 
Included 

Qualified Qualified n/a Qualified 

WebLogic 14.1.1.0 n/a n/a Qualified n/a 

WebSphere 
9.0.5.12 

n/a n/a Qualified n/a 

JDK Version Certified 

AdoptOpenJDK 
1.8.0_332 

Qualified Qualified n/a n/a 

Oracle JDK1.8.0_311 
(WebLogic) 

n/a n/a Qualified n/a 

IBM JDK 1.8.0_331 
(WebSphere) 

n/a n/a Qualified n/a 

AdoptOpenJDK 11 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

 
 


